Abstract. Publish/Subscribe middleware is getting more and more attentions for its feature of loose coupling.In some scenarios,Subscribersof a topic need not all the information belonging to that topic, but only those of interest. To fulfill this requirement,some kind of information selection mechanism is needed. In this paper, a filter-based information selection mechanism is proposed, which is compliant with OMG DDS specification. Then it is implemented in a publish/subscribe middleware prototype system.With the mechanism, a publish/subscribe middleware can use the compiler generated by Flex&Bison to compile the filtering rules of the users ,which are conform to SQL-like syntax,and generate the filtering syntax trees.At the subscriber side, when receiving a sample, the middleware substitute the values of the sample into the corresponding positions in the filtering syntax tree. By traversing the tree, the middleware makes the filtering decision. Experiment results reveal that the proposed mechanism is effective.
Introduction
Publish/Subscribe system is a kind of distributed system, whose participants interact with each other through the Publish/Subscribemechanism. Characteristics of loose coupling between the participants of the system make Publish/Subscribe system more and more popular in many application areas [1] . In a Publish/Subscribe system, the subscribersfocus on access the messages, the Publishers focus on publish their messages. The match between Publishers and Subscribers is completed by the system.The approach allows that publishers and subscribers decouple in time, space, synchronization,and greatly increases the flexibility and scalability of the applications [2, 3] .OMG's DDS specification（Data Distribution Service for Real-time Systems）has become the industry standard of Information Distribution forPublish /Subscribe system. Most of the industry-leading publish /Subscribe systems, such as RTI DDS, are compliant with DDS specification [4, 5, 6, 7] .
In many application scenarios of topic-based Publish /Subscribe system,subscribers are often only interested in the part of the information under the topic.For example,stock information integrated management system publishes information for the stock name and its price. Subscribers tend to care about only a few stocks. If the system pushesall the information of thousands of stocks to user, users have to filter thatirrelevant information, which is high time-and resource-consuming.So the middleware needs to provide users with the information filtering mechanism.In OMG DDS specification, a mechanism namedContentFilteredTopicis provided. The mainstreamPublish/Subscribe products have implemented this mechanism [4, 5] .In this paper, based on an OMG DDS compliant Publish/Subscribe prototype middleware we called it I 2 MS (Information Integration Management Software), we developed a information selection mechanism, which conforms to ContentFilteredTopic interfaces in OMG DDS specification.
Filtering rules syntax
Filtering rules, also known as subscription expressions, are used to describe the requirements for relevant data of information, indicating what the user interests.In OMG DDS specification, a SQL-like syntax is used to define subscription expressions. According to the syntax, a filtering rule is a simple comparison operator expression or a complex logic operator expression. Simple comparison operator expression Value of a field in the information of the topic is equal to (not equal, greater than, and less than) a givenvalueor fallsintoaninterval set, for example, key=10，key>20，key between 10 and 20.
Complex logic operator expression Logic operation of simple comparison operator expression, such as:key>10 AND key<20. With this syntax, a filtering rule has the enough capacity to express complicate filtering conditions.
In addition to the syntax rules defined in OMG DDS specification, we introduce the operatorstrlikeinto the filtering rules syntax, which supports fuzzy filtering of the string type.The operator based on the concept of edit distance(numbers of modified characters when modifying a string to another one )judges whether two strings are similar. Information Selection mechanism based on filter
Fig.1 Framework of Information selection mechanism
Framework of Information Selection Mechanism. Fig.1 shows the processing flow of the information selection, in which the filtering rules compiler and the filter are key components.
Filtering rules compiler was generated by the general compiler tools Flex & Bison.The inputs of the tools are theaforementioned filtering rules syntax andcorresponding action code. The tools generate the source code of filtering rules compiler, which is then built into the library of Publish/Subscribe middleware and called online.The action code specifies the instructionsthe compiler executeswhen the input conform to certain grammatical rules.Since the compiler builds the filtering syntax tree according to the input filtering rule, here the action code means the operation of the filtering syntax tree, such as adding a node in the tree [8] .
When a subscriber wants to subscribe a topic, it needs to register itself in the system firstly. At this time, it providesa subscription expression (filtering rule) which represents its interest.The compiler compiles the expression and builds the corresponding filtering syntax tree.
At the Publish/Subscribe phase, when the subscriber receives the data published by the publisher, the filter checks the dataaccording to the value of data and the filtering syntax tree, to determine whether to deliver it to the user or just to discard it. Generation of Filtering Syntax Tree.We select the tree data structure to representthesubscription expression because the treeis intuitive to express the logical relationship between each part of the subscription expression, and convenient to be used in the filtering process. For example, a subscriber of stock information has the subscription expression as follows: "StockCode=AAPLOR StockCode=MSFT", in which AAPL stands for Apple's stock code and MSFT stands for Microsoft's stock code. In subscriber registration phase, the filtering rules compiler takes the expression as the input and parses it to build the filtering syntax tree as shown in Fig. 2 .
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Information Technology for Manufacturing Systems III Filtering in Publish/Subscribe Phase. Filteringmeans the filter extracts the related components of the data according to the filtering syntax treeand determines whether to accept the data or not based onthe traversing result of the filtering syntax tree. There are three kinds of nodes in the syntax tree relating to the data. Fixed value node The node is generatedfrom explicit numerical in the user'sfiltering rules, data types and values of information are stored in a node structure.
Parameters node The node is generated from the "%n" form parameters in the user'sfiltering rule. n represents the value's index positionin the parameter storage queue.It improves filtering flexibility. Modifying parameters can affect the filtering results, without reconstruction filter expressions.
Variable node While filtering, this kind of nodes needs to be substituted by the actual value of the correspondingvariable in the data.
In the process of filtering, the value of data is substituted into thecorresponding node of the filtering syntax tree, then the filter traverses the whole tree from the leaf node to root, the result in the root node indicates whether thedata will be filtered or not. Fig.3 Filtering process of the corresponding filtering syntax tree in Fig. 2 As shown in Fig. 3 , in the received data, the value of the Stockcode is IBM，so the corresponding nodes are replaced with IBM. The result of traverse is False which means the data will be discarded.
Evaluation
The filter-based information selection mechanism has been implemented in I 2 MS, a Publish/Subscribe prototype middleware developed by authors' team. Functional tests show that the implementation is conform to OMG DDS specification, and can satisfy the information selection requirement. Besides functional tests, we evaluated the proposed mechanism by performance Advanced Engineering Forum Vols. 6-7 597
testing. The performance metrics are subscription delay and throughput. We designed 6 test cases. In these cases, we used two data structures as topic information, one is simple and the other is complex. The complexities of the subscription expressions are different. The detailed description of test cases is shown in Table 1 . 
Test case 6
Complex data structure complex filtering rule As shown in Fig.4 , delay with no filtering rule is the shortest, and the cases with complex filtering rule have the longest delays. We can also observe thatwhen using the same filteringrule, the delay of the case with complex data types is longer than that of the case with simple data types.The test results reveal that both the data type complexity and filtering rule complexity have an impact on subscriptiondelay. Moreover, in comparison, the complexityof filtering rulehas a greater impact. Considering that the complex filtering rule is much more complicated than the simple filtering rule (the nodes of the filtering syntax tree corresponding to the complex filtering rule is 5 times than that corresponding to the simple filtering rule), butthe growth of delay is only about 15%. In another words, the filter we implementedshows a good performance when the complexity of filtering rulesincreases significantly. Comparatively speaking, the complexity of filtering rule is the main factor to affect the throughput.
Conclusions
In this paper, wemade use ofthe general compiler tools Flex & Bison, proposed a filter solution to realize the information selection function in Publish/Subscribe middleware, which is based onfiltering syntax tree. Then we implemented the solution in I 2 MS, aPublish/Subscribe middleware prototype system.The tests on the prototypeshow that our solution is conform to the OMG DDS specification and its performance is as expected. Advanced Engineering Forum Vols. 6-7 599
